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GDIM Balanced Ethical

Summary
This Investment Model Portfolio will generally use similar amounts of risk-weighted 
equity and non-equity instruments to achieve growth over the long term and seeks 
to use socially responsible funds where possible.  Bond and equity funds that use a 
negative screen (removing companies that deal in tobacco, arms, alcohol, gambling, 
etc.) or a positive screen (to include companies that make a positive impact) will be 
considered for use and are analysed in the same way all of our funds are, in terms of 
performance and risk.

Benchmark: This portfolio uses the IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares sector as its 
benchmark for performance.
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Cumulative Performance

YTD 1yr 3yr 5yr

Portfolio (%) 3.26 6.35 28.41 46.55

IA Sector (%) 2.23 5.49 25.43 40.44

Discrete Performance       

YTD 2017 2016 2015 2014

Portfolio (%) 3.26 10.12 11.46 4.74 6.83

IA Sector (%) 2.23 9.98 12.87 2.66 4.87

July 2018

Allocations

5 Year Performance Ratios+

Alpha
Max 

Drawdown
Sharpe Volatility

1.57 -8.68 0.91 6.76

*Ongoing fund charges vary 
between platforms and this 
fi gure is based on the highest 
charge we are currently 
aware of. See ‘Important 
information’ for 
more details.

Portfolio Details 

Inception Date: 18/03/2013

OCF* 0.77%

DFM Fee: 0.15%

Estimated Yield: 1.92%

Managers: Tom Sparke & Mark Denley

Cash 2.0%
Fixed Interest 30.0%
Alternatives 4.0%
Property 5.0%
UK Equity 7.0%
Europe Equity 15.0%
US Equity 13.0%
Asia/EM Equity 7.0%
Global Equity 17.0%
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Commentary
The GDIM Balanced Ethical Investment 
Model Portfolio mildly outperformed 
its benchmark and showed signs of 
a moderately higher volatility than 
the peer group average as some of 
our more potent investment themes 
dominated performance. 

A generally positive quarter for equities 
began with talks of trade wars as tariffs 
imposed on China by the US were met 
with a similar response in retaliation. 
President Trump also set his sights on EU 
trade and tariffs were traded between 
the EU and US before a positive meeting 
in July ended with both sides agreeing 
to work towards a ‘zero tariffs’ deal. 

The latest corporate earnings season 
commenced in July and early highlights 
were Alphabet (Google’s parent 
company) and Amazon, both of 
whom beat their earnings estimates 
by a considerable margin. However, 
Facebook fell dramatically as its user 

numbers disappointed, damaged by the 
fallout from the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal and the costs of measures taken 
to improve the site’s security.

June saw the latest increase in US 
interest rates and a signal that there are 
likely to be two more this year. Bond 
markets displayed a muted reaction to 
the news and ended the period at levels 
similar to those at which they started. 
The US Dollar benefitted and was the 
strongest of the major currencies over 
the last three months, followed by the 
Yen, with Sterling depreciating against 
most of its peers.

Overall, this was a progressive quarter 
for this portfolio’s performance and 
we are happy with our slightly higher 
conviction approach since moderately 
increasing the equity within it. 
Our defensive elements are largely 
unchanged and we continue to feel 
confident in these. 

Upside and Downside Capture

1 Year 3 Year 5 Year

Up Down Up Down Up Down

88.10 75.09 89.27 72.43 89.62 73.87

Glossary
Alpha 
A measure of ‘selection risk’ of a fund 
in relation to a specified benchmark. 
A positive alpha is the extra return 
achieved by the investor for taking a risk, 
on top of the market return. 

Max Drawdown 
The maximum loss from a peak to a 
trough of a portfolio, before a new 
peak is attained. Maximum Drawdown 
is an indicator of downside risk over a 
specified time period.

Sharpe 
The Sharpe ratio is a measure risk-
adjusted performance, and tells us 
whether the returns of a portfolio are 
due to good investment decisions or a 
result of excess risk. 

Volatility 
Volatility shows how widely a range of 
returns varied from the fund’s average 
return over a particular period.  This 
figure is determined by the standard 
deviation of returns from the mean over 
a specified period.

Important Information
Ongoing fund charges vary between 
platforms and this figure is based on 
the highest charge we are currently 
aware of. OCF is based on the cost of the 
underlying funds and does not include 
any further transaction costs incurred by 
the funds held, or any performance fees 
that may be levied by them.

These figures are representative of an 
Investment Model Portfolio initiated 
on 18th March 2013 and rebalanced in 
line with the latest portfolio whenever 
changes were recommended. 

Performance does not reflect trading in 
actual accounts (and is therefore gross 
of all management fees except fund 
charges) and is provided for information 
purposes to indicate historical 
performance on a Bid-to-Bid basis. 

Past performance should not be seen 
as a guide to future returns. Returns 
from investments of this type are not 
guaranteed. Capital can fall as well as rise. 
Data provided by Financial Express 2018.

These factsheets are produced quarterly, 
following our Investment Committee 
Meeting and any changes that occur as a 
result of it.

Data correct as at 27th July 2018.

GDIM is a trading style of Gibbs Denley Investment Management Ltd,  
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Contact Info
GDIM 
Crystal House 
Buckingway Business Park 
Swavesey  
Cambridge 
CB24 4UL

Tel: 01954 234 383 
Email: info@gdim.co.uk


